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Abstract On sandy coastlines, foredunes provide protection from coastal storms, potentially sheltering
low areas—including human habitat—from elevated water level and wave erosion. In this contribution we
develop and explore a one-dimensional model for coastal dune height based on an impulsive differential
equation. In themodel, coastal foredunes continuously grow in a logistic manner as the result of a biophysical
feedback and they are destroyed by recurrent storm events that are discrete in time. Modeled dunes can
be in one of two states: a high “resistant-dune” state or a low “overwash-flat” state. The number of stable
states (equilibrium dune heights) depends on the value of two parameters, the nondimensional storm
frequency (the ratio of storm frequency to the intrinsic growth rate of dunes) and nondimensional storm
magnitude (the ratio of total water level during storms to the maximum theoretical dune height). Three
regions of phase space exist (1) when nondimensional storm frequency is small, a single high resistant-dune
attracting state exists; (2) when both the nondimensional storm frequency and magnitude are large, there
is a single overwash-flat attracting state; (3) within a defined region of phase space model dunes exhibit
bistable behavior—both the resistant-dune and the low overwash-flat states are stable. Comparisons to
observational studies suggest that there is evidence for each state to exist independently, the coexistence
of both states (i.e., segments of barrier islands consisting of overwash-flats and segments of islands having
large dunes that resist erosion by storms), as well as transitions between states.

1. Introduction

Coastal foredunes that develop along sandy coastlines protect landward habitats from elevated ocean water
level. Understanding the controls on dune size, shape, and growth ultimately allows for more detailed and
accurate quantitative forecasts of the impact of storms on dune-backed coasts. A large body of previous work
has investigated the biophysical feedback between vegetative and sand transport processes that causes
coastal foredunes to grow [e.g., Hesp, 1989; Arens, 1996; Arens et al., 2001; Hesp, 2002; Kuriyama et al., 2005;
McLean and Shen, 2006; Zarnetske et al., 2012; de Vries et al., 2012; Durán and Moore, 2013; Keijsers et al.,
2015]. This dune-building feedback occurs when sand is transported in the vicinity of dune-building grasses,
which, acting as roughness elements, cause local reductions in wind shear stress leading to localized sand
deposition [e.g., Hesp, 1989; Arens, 1996; Kuriyama et al., 2005]. The resulting burial of dune-building grasses,
in turn, stimulates grass growth [e.g., Maun and Perumal, 1999] further enhancing deposition ultimately
giving rise to dunes. Recently, Houser et al. [2015] provided evidence (new observations and reanalysis of data
found in the literature) indicating that the vertical growth of coastal foredunes exhibits logistic behavior for
the low (~2m) dunes along the U.S. Gulf Coast.

Storm events interrupt the growth of coastal dunes and cause erosion. Predicting dune erosion has been
the focus of recent numerical modeling efforts, using methods ranging from process-based numerical models
[e.g., McCall et al., 2010] to empirical techniques [e.g., Long et al., 2014]. These models focus on developing
predictions for a single storm event, but dune morphology is controlled by sequences of storm events through
repeating cycles of dune growth and dune destruction [e.g., Hesp, 2002;McLean and Shen, 2006; Claudino-Sales
et al., 2008; Houser and Hamilton, 2009; Keijsers et al., 2014; Durán and Moore, 2015]. Understanding the
consequences of repeated storm events on dune morphology is especially salient because storms are predicted
to increase in intensity (and potentially, frequency) as climate changes [e.g., Emanuel, 2013]. Additionally, future
storm surge and wave runup will be superimposed on rising mean sea level [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, 2014], which increases the impact of storm events [e.g., Tebaldi et al., 2012].

These two processes, dune growth arising from the biophysical feedback and storm-driven dune destruction,
must be combined to develop a mechanistic understanding of the temporal evolution of dunes subject to
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repeat storm events. Based on numerical experiments conducted using a spatially explicit model of
vegetated coastal foredunes, Durán and Moore [2015] suggest that under certain conditions, the interplay
of these two processes leads to island bistability—the tendency for islands to exist in one of two alternate
stable states (i.e., equilibrium elevations). This finding is supported by a bimodal distribution of observed
foredune elevations from the Virginia Barrier Islands, USA [Durán and Moore, 2015]. Multiple stable states
have been observed in the fixed versus active state of sand dunes [Yizahq et al., 2007, 2009; Kinast et al.,
2013; Bel and Ashkenazy, 2014] as well as other ecogeomorphic systems [e.g., Fagherazzi et al., 2006; Coco
et al., 2006; Heffernan, 2008; Marani et al., 2010; Carr et al., 2010].

Here we further the investigation of coastal foredunes by developing a simplified, one-dimensional nonlinear
model of foredunes under periodic storm events, a complementary approach that allows us to explore the
stability of coastal foredune height for a reduced parameter space and therefore gain additional insights into
dune and island dynamics. Work presented here is a simplification of the three-dimensional nature of coastal
dunes and does not address complications such as nonstationary coastlines where foredunes change cross-
shore position following a storm—this work is focused on dune erosion that is followed by “in place rebuild-
ing” (in the sense of Hesp [2002]). Our goal is to address the behavior of coastal dunes at the multiple-storm
timescale. We develop themodel from observations of the U.S. East and Gulf Coasts, and therefore, the results
are most relevant in sandy, low-slope settings where foredunes are less than ~5m in height. The model
presented in this contribution is exploratory [e.g., Murray, 2003], intended for investigation (using a reduced
set of variables) of the dynamics of coastal foredunes on stationary coastlines.

2. Model Structure

The model is composed of two pieces, the growth of coastal dunes by coupled aeolian-vegetative processes
and the destruction of dunes by storm events. The simplifiedmathematical treatment of these processes and
the combined model follow here.

2.1. Logistic Growth

Observations presented in Houser et al. [2015] demonstrate that the growth of coastal foredunes can be
successfully described by the Verhulst logistic equation [Verhulst, 1838]:

dD
dt

¼ rD 1� D
Dmax

� �
; (1)

where D is the height of the sand surface where a coastal foredune is present or would be present
(hereinafter referred to as dune height) [L], t is time [T], r is the intrinsic growth rate [1/T], and Dmax is
the maximum theoretical dune height [L]. The logistic growth/recovery of dunes after storm events has
been described physically byMorton et al. [1994] and Houser et al. [2015] and incorporated into simulations
of dune growth by Durán and Moore [2015]—the dune growth process is observed and simulated to begin
slowly as sand returns to the beach and accumulates via aeolian transport, building the elevation of the
back beach to a critical elevation above which plants can (re)establish because inundation and overwash
are sufficiently infrequent. Once vegetation becomes established and if sufficient mobile sand is present,
dune growth can then occur more rapidly as wind blows sand to the newly vegetated back beach and
the dune-building feedback is initiated. Dune growth eventually slows as the dune approaches its theoretical
maximum height, Dmax.

We assume r and Dmax are time invariant parameters. Previous work can help to constrain realistic values for
the two free parameters r and Dmax. From observations of dune growth Houser et al. [2015] present values for
the growth parameter ranging from 0.05 ≤ r ≤ 0.55. The intrinsic growth rate, r, encapsulates several environ-
mental properties. For example, model results presented in Durán and Moore [2013] show that foredune
formation time, analogous to 1/r, scales with three factors: (1) the minimum distance from the shoreline
for plants to survive long enough to build a foredune (Lveg); (2) the average wind speed during transport
events; and (3) the inverse of sand flux from the beach to the dune (which incorporates the fraction of time
when transport occurs). Additional factors include (but are not limited to) foredune vegetation growth rates
[e.g., Hesp, 2004], climate controls on vegetation cover [e.g., Ryu and Sherman, 2014], wind directionality
[e.g., Bauer et al., 2012], and sediment supply effects [e.g., Bauer and Davidson-Arnott, 2002].
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Previous work has shown that vegetation morphology controls Dmax—plants that produce more vertical
rhizomes, longer vertical rhizomes, or more/longer tillers will tend to produce taller dunes compared to
plants with a more lateral growth form [e.g., Hesp, 2004; Zarnetske et al., 2012; Hacker et al., 2012]. Model
results presented in Durán and Moore [2013] find that all other factors being equal, maximum foredune
height (Dmax) scales with Lveg, with secondary contributions from wind speed.

2.2. Storm Erosion

We use empirical data to derive a smooth relationship for dune erosion by storms. Long et al. [2014] compiled
observational data of coastal dune height before and after four large storm events along the U.S. East and
Gulf Coasts. By comparing dune height change with parameters from storm forcing conditions and hydrody-
namic simulations of the storm events, Long et al. [2014] developed several piecewise functions to relate
dune erosion to nearshore hydrodynamic characteristics of the storm event. The data yield basic insight into
vertical dune erosion—vertical erosion is minimal or nonexistent when water level does not overtop the
dune. After overtopping, vertical erosion occurs and generally increases as a function of water level. At ever
higher water level, large scatter and/or potentially negative trends occur, which Long et al. [2014] speculate
may be caused by spatial processes (such as a water surface gradient between the bay and ocean) during
severe storms. Additional observations will resolve the causative mechanism of this trend.

We use the data compiled by Long et al. [2014] to develop a single smooth nonlinear function to relate dune
erosion to the total water level during a storm event. Specifically, we relate change in dune elevation
normalized by the prestorm dune height (ΔD/D) to the total water level normalized by the prestorm dune
height (R/D, where R [L] is the total water level measured from the same datum as D). We develop this
new equation by analyzing the data collected by Long et al. [2014] using a machine learning algorithm
[Schmidt and Lipson, 2009, 2014]. The algorithm is based on genetic programming [Koza, 1992], in which a
population of randomly generated initial candidate solutions is adjusted through evolutionary processes

(i.e., crossover and mutation) to develop smooth solutions of the form ΔD
D

� � ¼ f R=Dð Þ . The arrangement

and value of constants, variables and mathematical operators are modified at each time step to develop can-
didate solutions (equations) that can reproduce the relationships present in the data. This technique has been
used successfully in other coastal studies, [Goldstein et al., 2014, 2013; Limber et al., 2014; Tinoco et al., 2015]
and we refer the reader to these works and the initial work by Schmidt and Lipson [2009] for additional details
of the technique.

To analyze the data using the machine learning algorithm, we split the data from Long et al. [2014] in half
randomly. One half is used as training data (n=83), while the other half is retained as testing data (n= 84)
and is not shown to the genetic programming routine. A central issue of machine learning and any
empirical/inductive method is the behavior of the derived function outside the range of data. To prevent
behavior that is not physically reasonable, we add additional data points to the training data to act as con-
straints. Specifically, we add data to mandate that dune erosion collapses to 0 when R/D is small (i.e., when

the dune is large and/or the total water level is low; ΔDD →0 when R
D→0).

The training data (and added constraints) are passed through the machine learning technique to yield a
smooth predictor of dune erosion during storms. However, the solution to the genetic programming routine
is not a single equation but rather a set of equations with increasing size (complexity) and decreasing error
(here we use mean squared error). We use the “last cliff” technique, suggested by Schmidt and Lipson [2009],
to pick a solution that balances complexity and error reduction. The resulting predictor is

ΔD
D

¼
R
D

C1 þ R
D

� �
R
D � C2
� �� � ; (2)

where ΔD is the reduction in dune height as a result of the storm [L], R is the total water level height [L]
measured from the same datum as D, and C1 and C2 are (dimensionless) empirical parameters set to 8.8
and 4.6, respectively. Figure 1 shows the solution compared to the data from Long et al. [2014].

There are several aspects of this newly developed curve that are important to note. First the data from Long
et al. [2014] contain a significant amount of scatter (Figure 1). This is the result of the simplified nature of the
functional relationship. For instance, we use only a single hydrodynamic constraint: the maximum total
water level (R) during the storm event. In their analysis Long et al. [2014] were able to reduce the
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dispersion of data by including swash
excursion as a second hydrodynamic
parameter. We do not include swash
here because adding this extra para-
meter would result in an increase
in degrees of freedom and therefore
an additional parameter to constrain.
It is likely that significant scatter also
exists in the data set of Long et al.
[2014] because storm duration is
not included; we do not know of a
data set comparable to that of Long
et al. [2014], which incorporates
storm duration. Furthermore, includ-
ing storm duration in the predictor
would, as in the case of including
the swash excursion, require us to
constrain an additional parameter,
increasing the degrees of freedom,
and detracting from our simplified
approach.

The developed curve fit usingmachine
learning does not perfectly fit the data

—ΔD
D tends to be over predicted for RD values less than 0.5 and ΔD

D tends to be under predicted for RD values greater

than 0.5 (Figure 2). We can address the scatter of the data and the poor prediction of our single optimized curve
by adjusting C1 and C2 in (2) to fit the upper and lower values of the Long et al. [2014] data set (Figure 1).
The curve delineating the upper envelope of the data overpredicts dune erosion during storms, whereas the
curve delineating the lower envelope under predicts dune erosion during storms (Figure 2). In the results (section
3.1) we include analysis of model results with adjusted values of C1 and C2 and show that the qualitative behavior
of this model is independent of model parameterization.

The relative total water level (R/D) represents the total water level normalized by the prestorm dune height,
so when R/D< 1 the water level during a storm is below the dune (the collision regime of Sallenger [2000]) and
when R/D> 1 water level during a storm is above the dune (overwash or inundation regime of Sallenger [2000]).

Note in Figure 1 that the change in dune height ΔD
D

� �
is near zero when R/D<1 (the collision regime) and decays

to 0 as R
D→0. Thus, the Long et al. [2014] data set, and the curve we developed from it as described above, cap-

tures the empirical finding that when water level is lower than dune crest height, vertical dune erosion may
occur but is generally minor (for instance, when collision produces slumping) [e.g., Palmsten and
Holman, 2011]. This applies even in the case of high dunes (e.g., 10s of meters) impacted by large storm

A B C

Figure 2. Observed dune erosion versus predicted dune erosion using only the testing data for equation (2). (a) The upper
envelope of the data (over-prediction of erosion), (b) the optimized values, and (c) the lower envelope (under prediction of
erosion).

Figure 1. Black dots show the data collected by Long et al. [2014]—
change in elevation normalized by the prestorm dune height (ΔD/D)
versus the total water level relative to the prestorm dune height (R/D).
Data have been divided in half into training (open) and testing data
(filled). The black line is the fit from equation (2). Black dashed lines
represent an upper and lower envelope for the data that we use to
address the sensitivity of the model.
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events that produce large total water levels (e.g., several meters), which are parameterized on this curve
as R/D< 1, yielding minor vertical dune erosion.

We include a threshold version of equation (2) in the results (section 3.2) to explore the effect of limiting vertical
dune erosion solely to timeswhenwater level is above the dune height. In this version of themodel formulation

we set dune erosion ΔD
D

� �
to zero in the collision regime, when the total water level does not breach the

prestorm dune crest (R/D< 1). When R/D≥ 1 we use the machine learning-derived erosion rule. We have also
tried versions of the erosion rule in which erosion is set to a single value when R/D≥ 1 or increases linearly to
a given value when R/D≥ 1 (i.e., there is no erosion maxima in contrast to what is shown in Figure 1). These
model results are indistinguishable from the threshold model presented in section 3.2. Our goal in presenting
and discussing these variations on the erosion rule is to communicate that the model result (i.e., bistability) is
not dependent on any one specific erosion rule or the local maxima in erosion found by Long et al. [2014].

2.3. Storm Climatology

Compared to the slow logistic growth of dunes, the erosion of dunes by storms is an impulsive process (i.e.,
an “impulse”) because it occurs at discrete times. As such (2) operates at discrete moments. Because our goal
is to put forward a simplified, exploratory model to maximize insights into the basic process, we simplify
the storm climatology and assume a single “characteristic” storm event occurs at a constant storm frequency
S [1/t] with a constant magnitude (total water level height) of R [L]. This is, admittedly, a substantial simplifica-
tion of the probabilistic nature of storm occurrence. In future work we aim to relax this assumption and couple
this simplified framework to a probabilistic treatment of total water level [e.g., Serafin and Ruggiero, 2014].

2.4. Combined Model and Nondimensionalization

Together (1) and (2) yield a single model for dune growth and destruction. This model is an impulsive
differential equation [e.g., Bainov and Simeonov, 1993; Tang and Chen, 2002] in which dune growth (1)
operates continuously (at all times) while dune destruction (2) is an impulse, operating instantaneously

(at discrete times). Nondimensionalizing (1) and (2), where D� ¼ D
Dmax

, t* = rt, and R� ¼ R
Dmax

, and solving the

logistic equation yields the equation set:

D� ¼ D�
0

D�
0 þ 1� D�

0

� �
e�t�

(3a)

ΔD� ¼ R�

C1 þ R�
D�
� �

R�
D� � C2
� �� � ; (3b)

where D�
0 is the initial value of D*. We refer to D* as the nondimensional dune height and R* as the nondi-

mensional total water level. The discrete equation (3b) operates at time intervals defined by the storm
period 1

S= Þð . The nondimensional storm period when the impulse operates is therefore 1
S�= where S� ¼ S

r= .
We refer to S* as the nondimensional storm frequency (the ratio between storm frequency and the intrinsic growth
rate of the dune).

To explore the solution of the combined impulsive differential equation model we combine ((3a) and (3b))
into a single one-dimensional difference equation (a stroboscopic map) which permits the analysis of nondi-
mensional dune height (D*) at the storm period 1

S�= Þð —after continuous growth and a single storm event. By
definition (3b) represents the vertical erosion of the dune from a single storm event and

ΔD� ¼ D�� � D�þ; (4)

whereD*� is the dune height immediately before the storm andD* + is the dune height immediately after the
storm. The (immediately) prestorm dune height, D*�, is (3a) taken after a period of growth (with a duration of
the nondimensional storm period; 1 S�= ):

D�� ¼ D�
t�

D�
t� þ 1� D�

t�
� �

e�
1
S�
; (5)

where D�
t� is the dune height at the beginning of the interstorm interval (i.e., immediately following the

previous storm).
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Storm erosion (ΔD*) is dependent on the dune height immediately before the current storm (D*�).
Substituting (5) into (3b) yields

ΔD� ¼ R�

C1 þ R�
D��
� �

R�
D�� � C2
� �� � : (6)

Substituting (5) and (6) into (4), and rearranging, yields the nondimensional dune height immediately after
the storm event:

D�þ ¼ D�� � R�

C1 þ R�
D��
� �

R�
D�� � C2
� �� � : (7)

Formally D* + is D�
t�þ 1

S�
, the dune height after an interval of 1

S� (during which continuous growth and a single

storm have occurred). The complete model is therefore

D�
t�þ 1

S�
¼ f D�

t�
� �� R�

C1 þ R�

f D�
t�ð Þ

� �
R�

f D�
t�ð Þ � C2

� �� � ; (8)

where

f D�
t�

� � ¼ D�
t�

D�
t� þ 1� D�

t�
� �

e�
1
S�
: (9)

3. Model Results
3.1. Basic Formulation

Stable equilibrium dune heights (i.e., stable attracting states) occur when dune growth during interstorm
periods is offset, or balanced, by dune erosion during storm events. This condition occurs when the post
storm dune height is invariant in time; D�

t�þ 1
S�
¼ D�

t� . We solve (8) numerically in time for a range of initial

conditions 0≤D�
t�≤1

� �
to determine the number of stable attracting states. The numerical routine calculates

the poststorm dune height, at a single station, as continuous dune growth interspersed with discrete storm
events. By looking at dune height across the timescale of multiples storms (i.e., the height that poststorm
dune height converges to over long time scales) we can examine the stable states predicted by the model.

The stability diagram, Figure 3a, highlights the number of unique stable states in each region of S*-R* para-
meter space (i.e., the nondimensional parameter space that is equivalent to storm frequency-magnitude).
Convergence to an attracting state occurs for all values of S* and R* used in this study. Three prominent
regions exist on the stability diagram (Figure 3a). First, when nondimensional storm frequency S* is low
(representing infrequent storms or fast growing dunes), all model results converge to a single attracting dune
height, regardless of nondimensional total water level (R*). Second, when S* is large (representing frequent
storms or slow dune growth) and R* is large (representing high storm water level or a low maximum dune
height), a single attracting state exists. Third, if S* is moderate but R* remains low (representing low stormwater
level or a large maximum dune height), two attracting states exist; this is the bistable region of the model.

Bifurcation diagrams along lines of equal R* are shown in Figures 3b–3d to examine the equilibrium nondi-
mensional dune height of these attracting states. Figures 3b–3d contain three regions that correspond to the
three regions of the stability diagram (Figure 3a). The regions in the bifurcation diagrams are differentiated by
the number of stable states that exist at each value of S*: First, when storms are less frequent relative to the
dune growth parameter (low S*), there exists only a single, stable nondimensional dune height that is greater
thanD* = 0.5. We refer to this as the “resistant-dune” state. Second, when storms aremore frequent relative to
the intrinsic growth rate of dunes (high S*) there exists only a single stable dune height near D* = 0. We refer
to this as the “overwash-flat” state. Third, at moderate nondimensional storm frequency (S*), there is a bis-
table region in which both states (resistant-dunes and overwash-flat) occur and are stable.

Note that model results are nondimensional and the absolute height of each dune state (high and low) is
relative to Dmax, which is a local factor. However, because this model is built using a growth equation and
storm destruction equation both parameterized along the US East and Gulf Coast, it is reasonable to assign
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rough values of Dmax = 2–5m, which suggests a range for the resistant-dune state of ~1–5m and a range of
values for the overwash-flat state from 0.1m to 1m.

In the bistable region, the initial dune height controls whether a dune will grow or decay as it evolves toward one
of the stable attracting states (Figure 3). Dunes that are above the value of the unstable fixed point—the separatrix,
or the value of D* that separates the basin of attraction for each stable state—will tend to grow, evolving toward
the resistant-dune attracting state because the growth of dunes outpaces the dune erosion from periodic storms.
Dunes below the value of the unstable fixed point (i.e., below the separatrix) will tend to decrease in height (evolve
toward the overwash-flat state) because erosion from periodic storm events outpaces the growth of the dune.

We vary the storm erosion parameters (C1 and C2) in (8) to address whether or not bistability exists only as a
result of model parameterization. We modify the coefficients in (2) to fit the lower limit and upper limit of the
data from Long et al. [2014]. Functions using these new coefficients are shown in Figure 4. The lower envel-
ope of the data, fit using C1 = 32 and C2 = 7 represents the case in which erosion during a storm is minimized.
The upper envelope of the data, fit using C1 = 6 and C2 = 4 represents the case in which erosion during a
storm is maximized. Using this upper envelope parameterization also leads to the potential for dune heights
to be eroded below D* = 0. In those cases D* is set to 0.01. Substituting these new coefficients in (2), we again
solve numerically and develop stability diagrams (Figure 4).

The stability diagrams for the upper and lower limit, compared with the stability diagram for the originally
derived equation (Figure 4) are qualitatively similar. Using the upper bounds of the Long et al. [2014] data
the bistable region expands to areas of lower nondimensional storm frequency (S*). In addition, the single
low overwash-flat state also expands to areas of lower nondimensional storm frequency (S*) (Figure 4a).
The first of these changes occurs because using the upper bounds of the Long et al. [2014] data exaggerates

A B

C D

Figure 3. (a) Stability diagram in S*-R* parameter space using equation (8). Grey regions contain a single attracting state.
The bistable region is shown in white. Horizontal dotted lines in Figure 3a show the location of the bifurcation diagrams
(b–d). (b) Bifurcation diagram at R* = 0.1. Solid lines are the location of stable fixed points, dotted lines are unstable fixed
point location (i.e., the separatrix). (c) Bifurcation diagram R* = 0.3. (d) Bifurcation diagram R* = 0.8.
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erosion for a given storm event. The opposite is true for the curve representing the lower bound, where onset
of the bistable region occurs at a higher nondimensional storm frequency S*. Additionally, because dune ero-
sion is minimized, the single low overwash-flat state only appears at a higher nondimensional storm fre-
quency (S*) (Figure 4c). The results of this analysis demonstrate that the boundaries between the regions
of phase space may shift as coefficients change, but a bistable region of phase space exists regardless of
the parameter values chosen.

3.2. Threshold Formulation

Figure 1 and equation (2) show that vertical dune erosion decreases to 0 as the total water level decreases.
However, (2) indicates that vertical dune erosion does occur even when the water level is below the dune
crest. We evaluate an alternate formulation of the model—which we discussed in section 2.2—where dune
erosion follows (2) if the total water level is higher than the dune crest, but dune erosion is zero if total water

level is below the dune crest (i.e., ΔD* = 0 if R�
D�� < 1). We refer to the threshold where R�

D�� ¼ 1 as the overwash

threshold, the boundary between the “collision” and “overwash” regime of Sallenger [2000]. The stability
diagram for this model formulation is shown in Figure 5. In the threshold model a resistant-dune state
(at the maximum theoretical dune height D* = 1) is persistent throughout the range of parameter space
(Figure 5). As a result, the Heaviside formulation contains only two regions of phase space: (1) a region
where there is a single resistant-dune state and (2) a bistable region with both a resistant-dune and
overwash-flat state. This occurs because dune erosion does not occur during storms if the dune elevation

is above the height of the total water level ( R
�

D�� < 1). As a result, dunes above the total water level always

grow to the maximum height possible and the resistant-dune state is always located at D* = 1. Thus, the
bistable region expands greatly, encompassing the entire region of large R* and large S*. This is different
than the basic model results presented in section 3.1 (Figure 3). In the basic model the resistant-dune
state occurs at D*< 1 (because erosion occurs regardless of dune height) and an increase in nondimen-
sional storm frequency (S*) results in the disappearance of the resistant-dune state.

The separatrix of the threshold model also has different dynamics. In the limit of very large S*, any dune that
starts above the total water level of the characteristic storm evolves toward a resistant-dune state (D* = 1)
because it is above the threshold for dune erosion and therefore is not eroded. When D* starts below R*,
the dune is eroded to the overwash-flat state. As S* decreases, the separatrix also decreases; dunes below

the overwash threshold ( R
�

D�� ¼ 1) have sufficient time between storms to grow above the overwash threshold.

3.3. Temporal Behavior

We now show the results of the model as a time series, which reflects model behavior discretized at a timescale
finer than the storm period. Results for the basic model (section 3.1) for R*= 0.2 and S* = 3 demonstrate model
behavior in the bistable region (Figure 6a). Note that all dunes show periods of growth and erosion. However,
trajectories that start above the separatrix (D* =0.13) evolve toward the resistant-dune state as growth outpaces
erosion. Conversely, trajectories below the separatrix evolve toward the overwash-flat state where storm erosion
outpaces dune growth. These results are comparable to those from the threshold model (section 3.2, Figure 6b)

except that in the latter, dunes above the overwash threshold ( R
�

D�� ¼ 1) do not erode during storm events.

A B C

Figure 4. Stability diagram in S*-R* parameter space for varying coefficients in equation (2). Grey regions contain a single
attracting state. The bistable region is shown in white. (a) The upper bound, (c) the lower bound, (b) the optimized equation
(as in Figure 3a but shown here for side-by-side comparison).
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The behavior of model trajectories near the bifurcation point also deserves attention because of the potential for
critical phenomena (such as critical slowing down) [e.g., Scheffer et al., 2009]. Both the basic and thresholdmodels
show a fold (or saddle node) bifurcation that relies almost entirely on variations in S* (Figures 3–5)—an increase in
storm frequency and/or a decrease in intrinsic growth rate of the dune results in bistability. Near the onset of this
bifurcation, when S* is not quite at the critical value to cause bistability (e.g., S*≅ 0.68 in Figure 7), trajectories in
time are significantly modified in that dune height spends an increasingly longer time in a transient state (i.e., not
at the stable attracting states). We can understand this modulation using a thought experiment: If the storm
frequency is held constant, but the intrinsic dune growth rate decreases, then less dune growth will occur during
interstorm times. Because less dune growth occurs, the dune will take a longer time to reach a stable state
(compared to a larger intrinsic growth rate). This critical phenomenon close to the onset of bifurcation, a “bottle-
neck,” is the result of the impending bifurcation (i.e., the “ghost” of the bifurcation) [Strogatz, 2001]. The amount of
time spent in the bottleneck increases as the bifurcation becomes closer in S*-R* parameter space (the square root
scaling law) [Strogatz, 2001]. As a result, behavior is significantly modulated even before the bifurcation is reached
and bistability occurs—transient dune heights becomemore common. Interestingly, this means that the impend-
ing bifurcation may be observable before the actual bifurcation occurs. In the context of this model, for example,
thismeans that an overwash-flat or intermediate dune height could be a long-lived transient feature, even though
the stable state of the system is the resistant-dune attracting state.

4. Discussion
4.1. Model Behavior

Stable attracting states of dune height (i.e., the high resistant-dune and the low overwash-flat attracting
states) appear when dune growth during interstorm time periods is balanced by erosion during the storm

A B

C D

Figure 5. (a) Stability diagram in S*-R* parameter space using a Heaviside version of equation (2). Grey regions contain a
single attracting state. The bistable region is shown in white. Horizontal dotted lines in Figure 5a show the location of
the bifurcation diagrams (b–d). (b) Bifurcation diagram at R* = 0.1. Solid lines are the location of stable fixed points, dotted
lines are unstable fixed point location (i.e., the separatrix). (c) Bifurcation diagram R* = 0.3. (d) Bifurcation diagram R* = 0.8.
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impulse. Within a region of S*-R* parameter space, the dune system exhibits two stable attracting states and a
region of bistability. The behavior of the model remains unchanged when the value of the two empirical
parameters in (2) is adjusted (to fit the upper and lower envelope of the data), when the storm erosion
formulation is modified to explicitly incorporate an overwash threshold for dune erosion, or when the storm
erosion formulation is adjusted to yield constant erosion with increasing total water level (instead of the
negative dependence observed by Long et al. [2014]).

The appearance of bistability in this one-dimensional model is consistent with spatially explicit model results
of Durán and Moore [2015]. Using a coupled ecomorphodynamic model that resolves wind flow, aeolian sand
flux, vegetation growth dynamics, and storm erosion as a result of scarping, overwash, and inundation, Durán
and Moore [2015] demonstrate that foredunes exhibit bistable dynamics when impinged upon by storm
events (driven using a probabilistic scheme). The model presented here is built using a more coarse-grained
description of the system (two empirical expressions versus many process rules and mechanistic equations)
yet it is able to achieve quantitatively similar results. For example, Figure 3e presented in Durán and Moore
[2015] illustrates that two stable states occur at D* = 0.05 (for the overwash-flat) and D* = 1� 0.8 (for
resistant-dune)—values which are effectively identical to those presented here (Figures 3 and 5).

Durán and Moore [2015] demonstrate
that the transition from a single stable
state (resistant-dunes) to bistability is
brought about by an increase in a
“vulnerability index,” which captures
the competition between factors that
build dunes and factors that erode
dunes. Parsing the vulnerability index
reveals that bistability is likely to occur
when storm frequency is high, vegeta-
tion is particularly sensitive to salt
water stress or grows slowly, aeolian
sand flux is low, and/or the rate of
relative sea level rise is high. One key
related result from the model we
present here is that when R*> 0.1, a
fold bifurcation occurs in all models
as a result of variation in S* only (see
Figures 3–5). For example, using the
basic model presented in (8), when
R* = 0.1 the bifurcation occurs at

S*=0.1

S*=0.3

S*=0.6

S*=0.66

S*=2

Figure 7. Nondimensional dune height time series (threshold model) for
R* = 0.4 and a values of S* ranging from 0.1 to 2. Note S* = 2 is the only
value in the bistable region. Trajectories are affected as S* approaches the
bifurcation, which occurs at S* ≅ 0.68.

Figure 6. Nondimensional dune height time series in the bistable region, at R* = 0.2 and S* = 3 for initial dune heights
ranging from 0 to 1 using (a) the basic model and (b) the threshold model. The saw tooth pattern is a result of the
confluence of continuous dune growth and discrete times of dune erosion by storms. Model trajectories converge to the
two attracting states, the resistant-dune and overwash-flat.
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S* = 0.75, compared to S* = 0.61 when R* = 1 (Figure 3). Because the onset for bifurcation occurs within a narrow
range of S*(0.61≤ S*≤ 0.75), the transition from stable high island to a bistable region of phase space is primarily
dependent only on a high storm frequency and/or a low intrinsic growth rate of dunes (a result of weak aeolian
transport and/or vegetation sensitivity salt water). Thus, the exploratory model we present and the model of
Durán and Moore [2015] are consistent with one another and show effectively identical results. Though the
model of Durán and Moore [2015] is more flexible, incorporating more effects at smaller scales and a probabil-
istic representation of storm activity, the intentionally simplified model presented here demonstrates that the
behaviors identified byDurán and Moore [2015] can be produced using a reduced set of equations and tunable
parameters derived empirically. This simplified, exploratorymodel also allows us to unpack additional dynamics
such as the bottleneck/ghost phenomenon, which may be discernable in observational time series.

The stability diagrams presented in this contribution can also be understood in the context of the conceptual
model of Stallins and Parker [2003] and Stallins [2005], which was further developed by Wolner et al. [2013].
These investigations suggest that species-specific feedbacks and physical factors such as shell lag [Wolner
et al., 2013] can promote the development of disturbance resistant or disturbance reinforcing topography,
similar to the two attracting states presented here (resistant-dune and overwash-flat) and the two attracting
states presented by Durán and Moore [2015] (high and low). Note that although Stallins and Parker [2003],
Stallins [2005],Wolner et al. [2013], and Brantley et al. [2014] do not address these end-members as alternate
stable states, they do consider the additional, potential role of species-specific vegetation feedbacks. Though
we do not explicitly address these feedbacks in this work, they can be understood in the context of themodel
we present; dune-building vegetation may have different efficacy in slowing wind, trapping sand, and/or
vertical growth—all reducible, for the sake of this model, to adjustments in the intrinsic growth rate of dunes
(r). This in turn will change model values of S* and impact the region of phase space (and the number of
permissible attracting states) for a given system.

4.2. Comparison to Observations

We assemble data from observational studies conducted along the U.S. East Coast to investigate the expla-
natory power of our model. There are several temporal signals that serve as evidence to suggest that our
model is capturing the dynamics of coastal dunes. The most straightforward is the persistence of high
resistant-dunes and/or low overwash-flats; observed persistence of these states would suggest that the
attracting states arising in this model are present in nature. The presence of both stable states in the same
geographic location (and under identical forcing conditions) would also be suggestive of the bistable
dynamics arising from our model.

We find several observational studies that describe the temporal persistence of high resistant-dunes and low
overwash-flats, identical to the behavior predicted in our model. Stable high dunes are found by Stallins and
Parker [2003] on Sapelo Island, Georgia, where the last hurricane strike was 1979 [Bossak et al., 2014]. Hosier
and Cleary [1977] study repeat aerial photography of Masonboro Island, North Carolina, spanning 27 years.
Their analysis suggests that areas of Masonboro Island tend to be persistently overwashed in sequential
storm events, consistent with model behavior presented here (i.e., that the low overwash-flat state is an
attracting state). Further, Hosier and Cleary [1977] also describe areas of Masonboro Island in which high
dunes (4m) persist regardless of repeat storm events. This is consistent with the resistant-dune attracting
state in our model, for the case in which dune growth is able to outcompete storm erosion. Cleary and
Hosier [1979] extend their earlier analysis of Masonboro Island to the entire southern North Carolina shoreline
(17 islands, 237 km), presenting evidence that foredunes at other sites include a mix of low (overwash-flat) or
high (resistant-dunes) found onMasonboro Island. The presence of both states on a single island is consistent
our model results that suggest the presence of a bistable region of phase space.

Persistently overwashed sites also exist in other geographic locations. Godfrey and Godfrey [1973] and Dolan
[1973] present evidence of repeat overwash from the southern Outer Banks of North Carolina. Dolan [1973]
compiles five written historic accounts from 1885 to 1942 suggesting that storm surge and overwash was a
regular process on these low islands. Godfrey et al. [1979] discuss the possibility for sites of overwash to
develop into higher dunes or persist as low washover fans, depending on storm recurrence time and vegeta-
tion effects. Other scattered accounts of persistent overwash exist as well: Leatherman and Zaremba [1987]
remark on washover flats of various sizes on Nauset Spit, Massachusetts, that tend to be overwashed during
subsequent storms.Wolner et al. [2013] describes sites of persistent overwash on Metompkin Island, Virginia,
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observed in historic aerial photos and during field campaigns. Schupp et al. [2013] summarized 20 years of
data from Assateague Island, Maryland, where overwash occurred in specific regions of the island with a
frequently of up to 20 times per year.

In addition to accounts of persistent overwash-flats or stable resistant-dunes, observations also exist of
overwashed sites developing into mature foredunes. Hosier and Cleary [1977] describe several overwash
areas on Masonboro Island, NC, that recover by building incipient foredunes between storm events. This is
consistent with the interstorm growth dynamic of the model and the large basin of attraction for resistant-
dunes (compared to overwash-flats).Mathew et al. [2010] and Ollerhead et al. [2013] present nearly a century
of observation of coastal dunes in Prince Edward Island, Canada. After a significant overwash event where
dunes were destroyed, complete rebuilding of the foredune took place [Mathew et al., 2010; Ollerhead
et al., 2013]. Wolner et al. [2013] also report stratigraphic data (from coring and ground penetrating radar)
on Hog Island, Virginia, that indicates former sites of overwash were able to recover into high dunes.

The transition from one state to another can also be illustrated by observations of behavior before and after
anthropogenic modifications. Prior to the building of the dune line on the Outer Banks of North Carolina, U.S.,
the barrier islands were described as low, flat overwash prone regions [Godfrey and Godfrey, 1973; Dolan,
1973]. Since the construction of a continuous, high (~10m) dune on the northern islands, built by the
Civilian Conservation Corps, this region has been less prone to overwash and dunes remain in a high state
in some locations for extended periods of time [Godfrey and Godfrey, 1973; Dolan, 1973]. This suggests that
high resistant-dunes are an additional attracting state (the system is in the bistable region of phase space)
and anthropogenic construction of dunes in areas of persistent overwash instantaneously changes the
system from low overwash-flats attracting state to the high resistant-dune state.

Similar behavior has been observed along the northern end of Assateague Island where dunes were
artificially constructed in former regions of persistent overwash [Schupp et al., 2013, and references therein];
overwash conditions did not become reestablished until the dunes were artificially deconstructed several
years later to achieve National Park Service management goals [Schupp et al., 2013]. This example suggests
that high resistant-dunes and low overwash-flats are both stable states, and that Assateague Island is likely
located in the bistable region of phase space. This conforms with previous work by Durán and Moore
[2015] who presented a bimodal histogram of foredune elevation from the Virginia Barrier Islands, U.S.
(directly south of Assateague Island), broadly consistent with the idea that this geographic region is in the
bistable region of phase space.

4.3. Possible Model Tests

The goal of this work is to provide a simplified model of coastal foredune dynamics to develop dynamical
insight. Thus far, we have presented evidence from the literature indicating the persistence of overwash-flats
and resistant-dunes, behavior that is consistent with model output (i.e., these can both be attracting states
given the appropriate conditions). The simplified nature of this one-dimensional model inhibits straightfor-
ward, direct comparison with nature, primarily because of the use of a characteristic storm to simplify model
behavior for maximum insight. However, we can envision observational studies that might serve as critical
tests of the model. For example, the constituent equations of (8) could be explicitly further tested via obser-
vations: Does the logistic model of dune growth put forward by Houser et al. [2015] describe dune growth in
other geographic regions? Does the highly simplified storm erosion model put forward here, using data from
Long et al. [2014], describe dune erosion for other storms at other locations? Further, themodel itself could be
tested. For example, a time series of foredune height (at a given location) coupled with a record of total water
level could be used as initial conditions and forcing for the model, respectively. The observational time series
of dune height could then be compared to the modeled dune height time series. Conducting this test would
also require several critical parameters to be determined empirically for the study site (i.e., r and Dmax). Future
work will focus on testing the model and the constituent equations, as well as linking this model framework
to more complex probabilistic storm climate [e.g., Serafin and Ruggiero, 2014].

4.4. Concluding Remarks

In this contribution we develop a one-dimensional model for coastal foredune height by combing an equation
for interstorm dune growth with an equation for dune erosion by storm events. We find that two stable attract-
ing states exist: a high resistant-dune state and a low overwash-flat state. Within a defined region of phase
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space themodel is bistable—both states are stable. Our findings are consistent with previousmodel results and
many observations of island state along the U.S. Atlantic coast.

Our parameterization for dune erosion during storm events is derived directly from data fed through a
machine learning technique to extract a smooth relationship. Coupling theoretical components (3a) with
machine learning parameterizations (3b) in this way is an example of a “hybrid” model [e.g., Krasnopolsky
and Fox-Rabinovitz, 2006; Goldstein and Coco, 2015]. This contribution serves as a further example of the utility
in using machine learning processes for constructing models of coastal environments [e.g., Goldstein et al.,
2014; Limber et al., 2014].

Lastly, many coastal dune systems are heavily managed [e.g., Nordstrom, 2000]. Understanding the location
of the separatrix, the height that separates the basin of attraction for higher resistant-dune and lower
overwash-flat states is potentially useful for dune rehabilitation projects, specifically projects that intend to
restore dunes in a natural manner by allowing them to build slowly [Nordstrom, 2008].
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